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ArthVANCE® SUTURE CUTTERS/KNOT PUSHERS
This advanced suture instrument has a special locking mechanism to achieve a secure knot pushing. When locked,  
the instrument is not only used for pushing sliding knots with keeping the suture material in place, but also to avoid  
an accidental cutting. When unlocked, the suture can be easily cut right behind the knot.

225-820-100

axial handle, Ø 4.2 mm, v-notch, left opened, WL 130 mm

Ergonomic handle design for  
accurate working.

Suture Cutter
rthVANCE®

ArthVANCE® SUTURE CUTTER/KNOT PUSHER WITH LOCK

•  special locking mechanism
•  secure knot pushing
•  easy cutting behind the knot
•  ergonomic axial handle

left opened v-notch knot pushing



ArthVANCE® SUTURE CUTTERS/KNOT PUSHERS

225-820-101 ring handle, Ø 4.2 mm, v-notch, left opened, WL 130 mm 

225-820-150 ring handle, 3-step locking mechanism, WL 155 mm

rthVANCE®

rthVANCE®

ArthVANCE® SUTURE CUTTER/KNOT PUSHER WITH 3-STEP LOCK

ArthVANCE® SUTURE CUTTER/KNOT PUSHER WITHOUT LOCK

•   3-step locking mechanism 
1. inserting the suture 
2. pushing the knot 
3. cutting the suture



rthVANCE®

ArthVANCE® BIRDY

A 225-820-400

B 225-840-400

straight jaw, upcurved shaft

A 225-820-406

B 225-840-406

45° right angled

A 225-820-402

B 225-840-402

20° upwards angled

A 225-820-408

B 225-840-408

45° left angled

A 225-820-404

B 225-840-404

40° upwards angled

A B

ArthVANCE® SUTURE FORCEPS

Best support for slap repair, labral repair and rotator cuff repair.

W
L 155 mm

W
L 155 mm



ArthVANCE® SMART HOOK   

ArthVANCE® SIXER

225-820-307

left curved jaw

225-820-306

twisted left

225-820-309

right curved jaw

225-820-308

twisted right

ArthVANCE® SUTURE FORCEPS

rthVANCE®

Best support for rotator cuff repair.

Best support for labral repair and capsule shift.

W
L 155 mm



SUTURE RETRIEVER
These reliable suture retrievers ease the atraumatic retrieval and manipulation of suture during the arthroscopic 
shoulder surgery. The special designed jaws allow spreading parallel strands of suture. Due to the 45° bending  
and the narrow, low profiled tip, even tightest joint spaces and hard-to-reach areas are accessible.

SUTURE RETRIEVER

Suture slides freely during
extraction

Safe suture grasping during 
manipulation

Stepless slide-lock mechanism 
allows fast and precise closing  
of the handle.

WL 155 mm

SLIDELOCK HANDLE

225-820-300

straight shaft 

225-820-301

straight shaft,
jaw 45° left angled

225-820-303

straight shaft,
jaw 45° right angled

225-820-305

straight shaft,
jaw 15° upbiter

225-820-500

straight shaft,
SUTURE KING

straight serrated straight serrated straight serrated straight serrated cross serrated



KNOT PUSHER

DEBRIDEMENT RASP

TISSUE ELEVATOR

225-259-000 single-hole, for sliding knots and half-stitches, modified distal tip for easy slipknots

225-600-630  razor sharp, ergonomic PEEK handle

225-600-650 precise, 15° angled, ergonomic PEEK handle

MISCELLANEOUS SHOULDER INSTRUMENTS
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